
SAASSAP
Scholarship



Identity check?
Who are we?



SAASSAP
● A practitioner is someone who has learned 

everything about their field and is actively working in 
that field. 

● A practitioner is an expert who uses that knowledge 
as part of a profession

https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/practitioner 3



What if student affairs professionals fully embraced a 
role as practitioner-scholars engaging in practice in a 
thoughtful and intentional way that is both informed by 
research and informs research (Komives, 1998)?

Stan Carpenter and Paige Haber-Curran 

Journal of Student Affairs in Africa | Volume 1 (1&2) 
2013, 1–9  
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What if?



How Scholars work:

Systematic, rationale, balanced, 
evidence-based way…
Framing questions and providing 
answers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bck3PX5h0Uc



A Humanist scholar
“To be a humanist scholar, one needs to read a
great deal, think deeply and humanely about it,
and pick up on interesting patterns or glaring
exceptions to patterns commonly thought to
exist. It is rare to find such scholars”
https://huenemanniac.com/2014/02/24/scholarship-vs-
research-vs-push-ups/

posted on February 24, 2014 by Huenemann
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https://huenemanniac.com/2014/02/24/scholarship-vs-research-vs-push-ups/
https://huenemanniac.com/2014/02/24/scholarship-vs-research-vs-push-ups/
https://huenemanniac.com/author/usuphilosophy/


● Read and reference…apply knowledge
to practice

● Read classics and the newbies

● How old are your citations?

● Read for confirmation, confrontation,
contradiction, challenge and critique
(5Cs).
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Scholars read a great deal: 



Scholars engage in Scholarship 
● Scholarship is activity that updates or maintains 

the knowledge of an individual; or adds to their 
skills and experience.  

● 'scholarship' describes the manner of pursuing a 
serious, sustained line of enquiry as well as the 
dissemination process. (Neuman,R. Higher Education, Vol. 
25, No. 2 (Mar., 1993), pp. 97-110 )
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/i368350


Boyer’s model of scholarship
● The scholarship of discovery that includes original research that 

advances knowledge: “..the commitment to knowledge for its own 
sake, to freedom of inquiry” 

● The scholarship of integration that involves synthesis of information 

across disciplines: “Bringing insight to bear on original research” with 
“interpretive, integrative, interdisciplinary” approaches. 

● The scholarship of application (also later called the scholarship of 
engagement):  the application of knowledge to real world problems. 

● The scholarship of teaching and learning that involves the systematic 

study of teaching and learning processes: Teaching is the highest 
form of understanding 9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engaged_scholarship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scholarship_of_teaching_and_learning


Boyer’s model of scholarship?

● Elevated the scholarship of teaching and Learning 

● SOTL is now a powerful movement 

● The fault line in the mission of the university: not fully persuaded about 
the so called 3 pillars

● A caring university that embraces pedagogies of care and compassion 
cannot be confined to the 3 pillars? 

● Reading on Digital Equity because of the hype to hyflex- caring 
university 
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“Hence, to be effective, student 
affairs professionals should be 
engaged in what can be called the 
scholarship of practice.” 

(the 5th type of scholarship)

Stan Carpenter and Paige Haber-Curran 
Journal of Student Affairs in Africa | Volume 1 (1&2) 2013, 1–9  



Core values that could constitute a
scholarship of practice
● Scholarly practice is theory-based

● Scholarly practice is data-based

● Scholarly practice is peer reviewed

● Scholarly practice is collaborative

Stan Carpenter and Paige Haber-Curran 

Journal of Student Affairs in Africa | Volume 1 (1&2) 2013, 1–9  12



Can SAASSAP practitioners earn the 
label?
● Systematic, rationale, balanced, evidence-based way:

● Framing questions and providing answers

● Reading a great deal and thinking deeply (in a humane way= 
humanist scholar)

● Picking up on interesting patterns or glaring exceptions to 
patterns commonly thought to exist

● Practice in a thoughtful and intentional way that is both 
informed by research and informs research
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Brief report on the call for the guest 
issue … enhancing scholarship 
A call for papers was sent out on the 2nd March 2021

● The theme: Leading through COVID-19: The impact of the 
pandemic on Student Affairs and Student Services at 
South African universities

Webinars:

1. ‘Writing for a Journal Publication’: Presenters: Dr Birgit
Schreiber & Mr Siseko Kumalo

2. ‘JSAA Writing and Paper Review’. Presenters: Profs Thierry
Luecher, Laura Czerniecwicz & Damtew Tefera
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1st Webinar



2nd

Webinar



Collaborative writing

https://czernie.weebly.com/blog/writing-
collaboratively

● … Keep everything transparent. 

● Be organised.

● Give and take feedback respectfully. 

● Be open minded.’.

● Be flexible. Be clear.
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https://czernie.weebly.com/blog/writing-collaboratively


24 Abstracts were received from 8 institutions 
namely:
● Higher Health,

● University of Pretoria

● University of Witwatersrand

● University of Limpopo

● North West University

● University of Cape Town

● Nelson Mandela University

● University of the Western Cape
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Brief report on the call for the guest 
issue
Finally

● 24 abstracts were submitted and finally only 
8 full papers were submitted (a third of the 
abstracts) for review. 

● Based on the review X number of papers will 
be part of the guest issue early next year.
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Observations:
● Time to write is always a challenge, that is, besides the necessary 

skills needed. There is a need for writing retreats. 

● SAS practitioners need to be encouraged to initiate sustainable 
collaborative research projects which can feed into their research 
and publication agenda, and inform policy and practice (other 
academics, M&D students, across institutions)

● Ethical clearance is a challenge. It takes long and can throw the 
writing and submission out of schedule. There must be more 
support to work through ethical clearance. 

● Reading groups, book reviews, publishing

● A special issue every 2yrs? A book project?
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The scope is wide for possible 
collaborative scholarship projects:
Humanising Practice, humanising scholarship

Photovoice: documenting and reflecting reality

curating experiences using the camera lens

Student leadership & governance, recognition and
Badging co-curriculum participants

Efficiency and (financial) accountability

Community/Civic Engagement?

G4G … ManDown
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22
UP 2021 G4G cohort



THANK YOU!

Ke a leboga


